QUOTES from 2019 YOUR EXPERIENCE FORMS
I feel significantly better than when I first arrived here. That was awesome!
Absolutely miraculous! I had no feeling in my left hand and fingers and pain and weakness in my left
shoulder and arm. He fixed it all - pain gone - feeling restored!
He brought an incredible amount of relief from pain that I've been experiencing lately. Immensely
appreciative of X and his intuitive and healing touch.
It was amazing! She was able to release all of the stress from my body. I feel so much better.
She is phenomenal. So kind, warm, inviting, supportive, full of wisdom – both scientific and intuitive.
Gave me a lot of support into how to understand my brain and CNS. So grateful!!!

Absolutely wonderful. She relieved stress that had built up in my body causing pain. I feel so much
lighter and more flexible.
Absolutely wonderful I came in with stiffness and pain in my neck and lower back and its is completely
gone.
Excellent. I came in frazzled in flight or fight, mostly fright mode. Wonderful clean spirit of healing.
Arose after immersion in beautiful sounds feeling strong and grounded again.
I felt instantly comfortable with X and nurtured in her care. The session was wonderfully relaxing and
exactly what I had hoped for. Thank you.
Great. Dr. X does so much beyond traditional chiropractic. He makes so much of a difference in the
health and well being of humanity. He has a gift to tune into the essence of the homeopathic remedies
that are required.
Inspirational and real. Beyond the medical world.
I was able to breathe so much better after my treatment. My asthma is always worse in winter time.
Very fruitful - we got deeper into fears than I realized and I learned a very helpful strategy to deal with
my breast cancer and my traumas and PTSD when the feelings overwhelm me.
X was really amazing. So professional, deeply moving and she channels the most healing energies into
my body.
Extremely insightful, mind blowing! Thank you.
Amazing. X tapped into some deep physical and emotional concerns. She spoke from her heart,
intellect and her wisdom.

To use the word ‘incredible’ about X is not even coming close to her brilliance. She is so beyond that
worn word. I felt and thought something I had not experienced in a very long time and I am extremely
happy about this and about her. She has wisdom, empathy and a softening influence that is rare and
that allows one to go deeper. I’ll remember her and my experience always.
It was incredible. He helped with my energy system and some emotional issues I had. I feel amazing
now and hope to see him again!
She was lovely and inspiring – I had never worked with this modality before. Thank you to the
practitioners donating their time to the community!

Wonderful. Can already feel relief and release. X was extremely thorough, communicative and gentle
throughout the session.
Extremely positive, gentle relaxed state with release of tension and physical discomfort.
Her tabletop display is beautiful and inviting. The deck of cards she painted is gorgeous. X has a gentle
way of drawing you into your own world of ancestry and hierarchy. It was an amazing and emotional
experience.
Great – a very unique form of spinal adjustment (different technique). A very gentle approach to
alignment of the body’s structure.
Amazing. My whole body is grinning.
Wonderful! X was amazingly intuitive. The way he was lead to adjust the stuck energy within me and
create such flexibility. I felt a sense of peace during and following the session. I am very grateful.
Electric! Seriously released some major blocked energy.
The session was professional and complete. I have had this modality experience for 40 years and it is an
excellent realigning of the esoteric and energetic healing -par excellence!
X guided me through my first astrological reading which I found to be a truly amazing experience! It gave
me direction, self understanding, guidance, goals and much more.
I felt clear movement as we worked on old stuff stuck in me. I cried so deep and hard as layer of hurt
and emotional stuff was released.
Very positive. Supported a massive clearing for me. My intention for the session to clear and reconnect
were more than fulfilled. X is wonderful! She also introduced me to new crystals which I'll add to my
repertoire.
X Is the best massage therapist I have ever had the opportunity to work with. He is highly attuned to
energy flow within the body. My shoulders feel relaxed and I feel calm.

It was great. Everyone here has been so pleasant and helpful. I've been interested in astrology and
wanting to learn more. She was very informative, and really knows her stuff.
Release. I had a beautiful time talking with XXX. She helped me become aware of certain things and
affirmed that I need to be softer with myself. I deeply appreciate my session with her. I'm excited for
watching myself grow from the release I had. Thank you XXX.
I had a wonderful session - relaxing and much pain was alleviated. Thank you
Wonderful! X is an energy master. He worked to decrease post-op eye inflammation that I've noticed
and worried about.
Fascinating and interesting modality that picked up / aligned with various chronic concerns. Practitioner
was engaging, personal, uplifting and explained the modality well. Amazing experience and excited to
see how I respond in the coming days.
I am in awe of what’s possible in the space of compassion and forgiveness. I loved that we could
address so many issues in only 45 minutes. And I love the simplicity of the method. X made me feel
safe, and gently invited me to release what was trapped in my body and I felt I could surrender and trust
the work which was new to me.
I felt so relieved to know that what I had wasn’t serious. I love the idea of using garlic! Didn’t
understand how the energy would work, but tried it anyway and felt better within a few hours.
A fantastic relaxing healing session. X is very intuitive and supported his healing modality with some
additional promising resources to research.
Much more than I expected. She explained things well and I truly felt at ease. She helped “release”
issues that I didn’t even know existed. She is a true healer.
I learned so much about my scoliosis and how to alleviate the straining of the muscles around the veins.
I never knew or understood this condition before, also his instructions as to how I can lean my body and
bend my knees and which directions to move towards -this helped me a lot in addition to feeling better.
I’m almost speechless cause during my 20 minute session I felt a sensation of a string dangling on my
forehead at least four different times and then felt a crystal being placed on my forehead. X swears this
energy healing was all hands off. And my pineal gland opening, and I’ve awakened on a deeper level.
Extremely profound and feel that deeply old emotions and patterns been resolved via past life
regression in a very nurturing, supportive and safe environment. Pure love, yay!
I am profoundly grateful to the release of age old traumas that I was holding on to. She guided me with
courage, love and brilliance. I never felt afraid, though her work is not for the timid. Exhaustion keeps
me from writing more. Namaste.

